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A general model is proposed for the stochastic version of the single-machine allocation problem. 
Sufficient conditions are given to ensure that there is an optimal strategy given by a fixed 
permutation of the job set. Additional results arc given for an important special case of the 
general model involving simple jobs. The paper concludes with material concerning the evaluation 
of fixed permutations as strategies under conditions more general than the sufficient conditions 
mentioned above. 
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htrotiuction 
A single machine is available to process a set J = {1,2, . . . , IJ]} of jobs all of 
which evolve randomly while being processed. The allocation of the machine to 
the jobs has to be in accord with precedence relation R on J. Costs are incurred 
when the machine is set up to begin processing, as processing takes place, whenever 
the machine switches from one job to another and when all processing is completed. 
The aim is to find a strategy for processing which is consistent with R and which 
minimises the expected total cost incurred. Such problems a,re of particular interest 
in computer scheduling (see, for example, [3]), research planning [13] and in the 
organisation of manufacturing job shops [l]. 
Versions of this problem have been studied by Banerjee [l], Blau [2], Brunt 
and Hofri [3], Gittins [5], G&ins and Glazebrook [6], Glazebrook [7, 8, 9, 101, 
Meilijson and Weiss [12] ;and Sevcik [X]. In some very special cases optimal 
strategies have been given explicitly, although even when this is possible such 
strategies are often difficult to compute (for a good example of this, see [3]). Latteriy 
attention has shifted to the rather more tractable task of evaluating fixed permuta- 
tions of J as processing strategies. This pa er demonstrates that there is a per=tta- 
tion of J” which is an optimal processing strategy for an interesting class of problems 
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of considerable generality, Tt further explores the implications of such results for 
the important ask of evaluating permutations as strategies under general conditions. 
In Section 2 the probability model for the problem is described. It is very general 
and may be uti’lised to model a wide range of problems in the envisaged areas of 
application. Thli: main result is given in Section 3. Section 4 contains a detailed 
analysis of an important special case of the general model. The method of proof 
of the main results, namely comparing an arbitrary strategy with a suitably chosen 
convex combinrktion of permutations, appears to have great potential in this area. 
In Section 5 the results of the previous two sections are exploited in order to say 
something about a wider class of problems. 
2. The model 
The stochastic allocation problem described in Section 1 will be modelled 
discrete-time stochastic decision process having the following features. 
bY a 
2.1. Its state at time l E N is x(t) = {xl(t), . . . , xl&)} where xi(t), the state of job j 
at time t, must lie in state space L!j which may be finite, countable or continuous. 
oi C_ Ri is the compietion set for j, namely that xi( l ) entering oj corresponds to that 
task being finished, j E J. We shall assume that xi(O) & wj, j E J. A technical point 
required for some of the proofs is that we shall assume xi(t) to catry information 
concerning how much processing job j has received up to time t, t E N, j E J. 
2.2. The action space A is {al,. . . , al,,} where action aj will be referred to as 
‘process job j’ in the text. An action is chosen at times t = 0, 1, . . . until all the 
jobs are completed. The set of admissible actions for a given state is given by a 
precedence relation R, which is a subset of 2J x J. (S, j) E R if action aj is admissible 
once the jobs in S have been completed. The interpretation of (S, j) E R, (T, j) E R 
is that aj is admissible as soon as either the jobs in S or the jobs in 2P have been 
completed. Naturally action aj becomes inadmissible as soon as job j is completed. 
Suppose that job i is the first to be completed where (0, i) E R. The admissible 
actions for the remaining jobs in J -ii} are given by precedence relation R 1 J -{i} 
and so I 
of the 
research planning. 
R IJ-{i)={(S-{is, j) where (S, j)E R, jE J-(i)}, 
on. This formulation, more general than partial orderings, includes many 
general precedence rlelations discussed by Ritchie [14] in the context of 
.3. If job i is processed at time t only the ith component of x(t) changes. A 
transition to x( 1’ + 1) will occur where xj(t + 1) = xi(t), j # i. A probabilistic law of 
motion Pi{xi(t)} determines xi(t + 1). 
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t E N, j E J. Apart from switching costs the only other costs incurred by job j are 
at its completion. We have 
dTj[{X; (t), O}, {Xi’ ‘t) + 19 O1-J =O9 
q[{x; (t), O}, {xf (c”) + 1, 1)1= -C(j)a{C(j)30}, t&i, jEJ. 
Many studies to date have ‘Jeen studies of specialiced versions of the simple jobs 
model (see, for example, [5,6,9, 10, 13, 161). 
3. Non-preemptive strategies far the general model 
3.1. The main result 
Here we are concerned with the important question of when there exists an 
optimal strategy for the general model 2.1-2.5 which is non-preemptive in addition 
to being almost stationary -that is, which is given by a fixed permutation of J. In 
order to state the sufficient conditions we introduce for each job j EJ two seal 
functions with domain Dj - wj as follows: 
Suppose that from time zero onwards job j is processed without interruption 
until it is completed. We define 
mi(xj)=E{a’1~j(O)=xj}, XjEiI’i-wj, jEJ, 
where 
ri = frf;ct; xi(t) E wj}, j E J. 
We further have 
T, -1 
yj(xj)-E C ~,(xj(t),xi(,t+l))a’!xj(O)=xi 
t=O 1 
X (1 -m&q)}-*, 
We have the following definitions, 
e%nition 3,l. Job j is shortening if under any strategy anti for any t c N 
(2) 
(3) 
The idea here is that, as job j is processed? the amount of further processing 
required for completion does not increase. 
~~~it~on 3.2. Jab j is ilnprouing if under any strategy and for any t E f% 
P[Xj(t+l)E.Qj-Wj, yi{,~j(t+I)}>yj{Xj(t)}IX~(r)=xj3=oI XjEf2j-@i. 
The idea is that as job j is processed, a measure of the amount of further cost 
e) it vviB1 incur to corn lete is reduced. Girths [5] imxoduced the idea 
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09 improving jobs in the context of bandit problems. Note that in the simple jobs 
model a job is improving if and only if it is shortening. This will be so if its random 
processing time has a distribution with non-decreasing hazard rate - which, in the 
continuous case, includes the exponential distribution, the Weibull distribution with 
index greater than one, the gamma distribution with parameter greater than one 
and the truncated Normal distribution. 
Before we proceed to the statement of the main result we require the following 
notation: Sp is the set of almost stationary strategies (our analysis will be restricted 
to such strategies) and Y’* is the subset of 9 consisting of strategies which are 
non-preemptive after the first job completion. We further denote by Y(t) the subset 
of 9” consisting of strategies which (with probability 1) have no preemptions after 
time t. Z?‘(O) is the set of strategies of particular interest to us, namely those given 
by a fixed permutation of J. 
Theorem 3.3. If all the jobs in J are bot.ll shortening and improving, there is an 
optimal strategy for the general model in 9’\0). 
The proof follows by means of a series of lemmas. 
Lemma 3.4. If all the jobs in! J are both shortnning and improving, there is a strategy 
for the general model in Y(O) which is optimal among those in Y’( 1). 
Proof. We study an arbitrary strategy, S, in 9(1)-Y’(O) and demonstrate the 
existence of a strategy in 9’(O) whose total expected cost is no greater. Any strategy 
in Y( 1) -Y(O) must be of the following form: 
(i) Job I, say, is processed at time zero. 
(ii) If xl(l)E ol, that is if the initial processing of job 1 results in its completion, 
then, from time 1 onwards, the strategy indicates that the remaining jobs be 
processed according to a fixed permutation a of J - { 1). 
(iii) If x1( 1) E D, c 0:. - (ril, then, from time 1 onwards, the strategy indicates that 
the jobs in J are processed according to a fixed permutation (an 1, &) where cy, 
and & are permutations of subsets of J -{l) and where syr # 8, 16 r s s. Here a 
preemption takes place at time $ = 1. 
(iv) If xl(l)ED,+; rR1 - w19 then no preemption takes place at time 1 = 1. Job 
1 is processed without interruption until it is completed. Following job l’s comple- 
tion, the jobs in J -{l} will be processed according to cy. We have that 
We establish some notation for the proof. Denote by f (a,), l(ru,) the firs: snd last 
jobs respectively in the permutation cv, - Gmilarly for &, cy. Also write 
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which, according to (3), is the expected cost incurred in processing job j frown time 
zero through (without interruption) to completion, j EJ, Further, if v = 
h, 772, l l l , vp) is a permutation of a subset of J with p elements, then define 
W(?r)= i %(n,)[ ii m&, (0)) + ‘i’ B( 
j=l k-l 1 j=l rj9 nj+l)[ IfI fG~iI~9r~(O)l] k=l 
and 
M(m) = fi m,{xWj(o)l’ 
i=l 
jidith this notation we write the total expected cost of the strategy described 
(i)-(k) as 
S(l)+ c P{Xl(l) =x}[cl{~*co>,x}+B{1,f(a)}a +Wa,)a + w4I~w~)I+ 
XEOl 
+ i c P{x,(l)=xl~(Cl{xl(O),x}+B(1,f(~~)~~ +wh)a 
r=l XED, 
+[BChd, ~)+y~bM -ml(x)}laM(ar,)a[B{~,f(Pr)}+‘~cp,> 
in 
+ %(a jam 1(x) + T(l(a j}um l(x)M(a)] = A, say. (4) 
Note that if fil, is continuous rather than countable or finite we should need to 
replace the summations in (4) by integrals (this comment applies throughout the 
proof). Further, obvious modifications are made to (4) if any of the &‘s is empty. 
We now cannsider the fixed permutations for J given by (cu, 1, &), 1 c r s S, which 
by the description of the strategy under study given in (i)-(iv) and by the characterisa- 
tion of R giver in 2.2 yield admissible strategies for .?, The expected total cost for 
(cu, I, PI), asss.trning & # 0, is 
S{f(~,)}+~(~r) + (B(Z(a,), I}+ ~~(xl(O))[l- mh(O)}])M(wj + 
Further, the expected total cost for the admissible fixed permutation of J given by 
(1, ar, &), again assuming & f 0 is 
-t [B{i(CY,), f (p,)} + %(p,) -I- T{I(&)}M(P,)lm& dO)}M(d = cr9 1 s r s S9 Say* @) 
Lastly, the expected total cost for the admissible fixed permutation of J given by 
(I, cu) is 
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We now introduce constants A, 1 s r s ,F, u,., 1 s I s S, and v where 
A, = c aPh(1) =m -m~(X)}[l-m~{x~(O)}]-‘, l~rCs, 
XEDr 
p, = c aP{m(U = ah - fmMw1 
XEDr 
x(~~{x~(O)}[l-m~~x~(O))]-‘, lsr<S, 
v = c aP(x1(1) = x}ml(x)Cmlh(0)K1 
XED,+I 
It is easy to demonstrate from (2) and (8) that 
A, +&k, = c aP(x1(1) = x}ml(x)[m!(x,(o)}]-‘, 1 s r c S, 
XED~ 
(9) 
A,+F,ml(xl(O)}= C aP{xl(l)=x}, 19rSs, 
XED~ 
(10) 
i (h,+JU,)+zf=l. 
r=l 
(11) 
It also follows from the fact that the jobs in J are shortening that these 2s+ 1 
constants are all non-negative. 
We now use (4)-(7), (9) and (10) together with the inequalities 
and some straightforward algebra to show that 
1 aP{xl(‘:I) = x yl(x){l -- mdx)}{l -n-Z(a,)) 
r-l XED, 
We now use (8 ), (12) and the remark that since job 1 is improving 
(12) 
1-o 
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The algebra involved in obtaining (13) is slightly modified if any of the &‘s is empty 
and makes use of (some of) the inequalities: 
T(l(cY,)} G B{l(cu,), I}+ T(l), 1 6 r c s. 
It now follows from (13) and the fact that the constants introduced in (8) are all 
non-negative and sum to one that 
min I min B, min C,, D 1 s A, 
(1 srss .- 1srs.s J 
and hence at least one of the 2s + 1 
introduced has expected total cost no 
Y(1) - Y’(0). The lemma follows. 
fixed permutations of J which have been 
higher than that of the chosen strategy in 
Lemma 3.5. Ifall the jobs in J are both shortening and imgrgving, there is a strategy 
for the general model in Y’(t - 1) which is optimal in Y(t), t >* 1. 
Proof. Consider strategy S E Y(t) - Y’(t - 1). We condition on the event that under 
S the process has evolved until it is, at time t-l, in state x(t-1)= 
Ix10 - I), l ’ . 9 qJl(f - 1)) where xj(t - 1) & mi, j E J, and where job i was processed at 
time t - 2. 
The problem of choosing an optimal strategy from time t - 1 onwards is equivalent 
to the problem of choosing an optimal strategy from time zero onwards but with 
initial state x(t - 1) and set-up costs 
S*(i) = 0, 
S*(j)=B(i,j), i#jcJ. 
Note that these set-up costs will satisfy the consistency conditions (1) since 
S*(j)=B(i,j)<B(i,k)+B(k,j)=S*(k)+B(k, j), ifkfijEJ 
We now invoke Lemma 3.4 which implies that strategy S is no better than one 
which 
(a) is identical to S up to time t - 1 or until the first job completion whichever 
oclcurs ooner, 
(b) is a member of Y’(t - 1). 
The lemma follows. 
lllorollary 3.6 is a straightforward consequence of Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 and the 
discounted cost structure. 
. If all the jobs in Jare both shortening and improving, there is a strategy 
f0.r the general model in 9’(O) which is optimal among those in 97 
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Proof of Theorem 3.3. The result is established by an induction argument. The 
theorem is trivially true for = 1. We assume it to hold for 1 s I./I G K - 1 and 
demonstrate it to be true for I= K. It follows from the inductive assumption and 
the consistency cond ns for switching costs that there exists an optimal strategy 
for any problem with = K which is non-preemptive after the first job completion, 
that is, which is a member of 9”. The induction then goes through by an appeal 
to Corollary 3.6. 
3.2. Comments on the main result 
(1) Under certain conditions we may extend results involving discounted costs 
(i.e., proportional to a’) to corresponding results involving linear costs (proportional 
to t). Such extensions are obtained by arguments which involve letting discount 
rate a tend to one, details of which may be found in the appendix of [6]. Theorem 
3.3 may (under certain conditions) be extended in this way. 
(2) In Theorem 3.3 we have demonstrated that under certain conditions there 
is a fixed permutation which is optimal in the class of all admissible strategies. 
Then, it plainly follows that there is a fixed permutation which is optimal in any 
subclass of admissible strategies containing the fixed permutations. Hence, for 
example, we may extend Theorem 3.3 to certain models which allow only limited 
preemption (see [ 31). 
(3) Here we propose a two-tier switching cost structure: switching costs are as 
described in 2.4, the single exception being that cost D(i, j)a’ is incurred when 
switching from job i to job j at time r, this switch occurring immediately after the 
completion of job i # j E J. The standard cost B( i, j>a ’ is incurred whenever 
the switch is made at a time other than following job i’s completion. Repetition 
of the argument we used to obtain Theorem 3.3 serves to demonstrate that 
under a full set of consistency conditions incorporating both kinds of switching 
costs and the assumption that 
D(i, j)sB(i, j), i# jd, 
then if all the jobs in J are both shortening and improving there is an optimal 
strategy for this extension of the general model in Y’(0). 
(4) Here we replace switching costs by switching times. No costs are incurred at 
switching but now integers E(i), F( I, j) and G(i) are the times taken to set up job 
i, switch from job i to j and tear down job i respectively, i f j E J. We require 
consistency conditions 
E(i)SE(j)+F(j, i), i Z jd, 
F(j, j)SF(i, k)+F(k, j), if k fjf i0 
G(i)sF(i, j)+G(j), i+ jcJ, 
and cost functions Ci to be non-positive. 
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If all the jobs in J are both shortening and improving, then it follows by an 
argument similar to that used to obtain Theorem 3.3 that there is an optimal 
strategy for this modified form of the general model in Y(0). 
(5) Theorem 3.3 asserts the existence of an optimal strategy which is a fixed 
permutation. The question then arises of how to find the optimal permutation. 
Study of the material in [l l] will serve to demonstrate that, when the switching 
costs have the form 
B(i,j)= r(i)+S(j), i#jEJ, 
then a slightly modified version of the algorithm described there yields the optimal 
permutation. 
Example. Note that if job j has simple terminal rewards, that is, if in 2.4 
Cj{Xj(t>,Xj(t+l)}=O, xj(t)En,-0j,Xj(C+l)E~j--oj, 
Cj{Xj(t), Xj(t + 1)) = - C(j)a, Xi(t) i fJj_lIlj, Xj(t + 1) E Oj, {C(i) 2 01, 
then it is shortening if and only if it is improving. 
Consider the following model of a collection of research projects with simple 
terminal rewards. We use our general model 2.1-2.4 with the following special 
features . 
%.l’. The state at time t is x(t) =(x1(t), . . . , +1(t)} where xj(t) is a non-negative 
real number measuring the amount of progress which has been made by project j, 
jEJuptotimet. 
1!.2’. Action ai is the allocation of research effort to project j, j E J. 
X.3’. If action aj is taken at time t we have that 
Xi(t + 1) = Xi(t) + Uj’i;) 
where uj(t), t E N, is a collection of non-negative random variables which are 
independent and identically distributed, j E .?. The completion set wi is [bi, 00) for 
some tj>O, jEL 
2.4’. All the research projects have simple terminal rewards. 
It is not difficult to show from 2.3’ that the projects are all shortening. ‘Hence 
from 2.4’ they are also improving. It then follows from Theorem 3.3 that there is 
an optima’1 strategy given +ji a fizz d permutation of J. Note that this model is similar 
to one proposed by Beshmukh and Chikte [4]. 
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4. The simple jobs model 
In the highly specialised case of the simple jobs model described at the end of 
Section 2 it is possible to relax the monotonicity requirements for the functions yi 
and mj, j E J. Analysis centres on the real function ni with domain N defined by 
I E(aP’-“IP”~x+l) ifP{P,>x+l}>O, nj(x)= .I 9 otherwise, (54) 
We require the following conditions on the jobs in .?. 
Condition 4.1. nj(x) 2 nj(O), x E N, j E J. 
Hence, throughout the process every job is no further from completion than it 
was initially. 
Condition 4.2. This condition expresses an assumption that each job is profitable, 
namely that under any strategy which is a fixed permutation the expected reward 
earned at the termination of each job will exceed the expected switching costs 
incurred at the commencement and termination of processing of the job. The 
condition may be expressed algebraically as 
C(j)nj(O)sB(i, j)+Bu, k)nj(O)9 i#j#kEJ, 
and similar inequalities to cover the cases of set-up and tear-down costs. 
I3efore stating Theorem 4.3 we slightly modify one aspect of the notation of 
Section 3.9 and 9’* are as before. However now Y’(r) is the subset of Y* consisting 
of strategies which (with probability 1) have at most r preemptions before the first 
job completion. Note that Y(O) is still the set of strategies which are fixed permuta- 
tions. 
Theorem 4.3. When Conditions 4.1 and 4.2 hold, there is an optimal strategy for 
the simple jobs model in Y’(0). 
A proof of Theorem 4.3 for the case with zero switching costs and precedence 
relation R given by a partial ordering may be found in [lo]. We require a very 
different argument for the more general result given here. The proof follows via a 
series of lemmas. 
. Suppose that Condition 4.1 holds and that 0 = to C tl< l l 9 < t, Qr > 1) 
is a set of r -I- 1 numbers with n&J 2 ni(tr). It then follows that there exists a ! integer 
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J;, lsssr-1, for which 
Patxk Let t > s be non-negative integers. Then 
a;(S)= z P(Pj=S+XIPj>S)a” 
X=1 
t-s 
= C P(Pj=,~+x(Pj>S)U’+P(Pj>t/Pj>S)a’-”nj(t)* 
X=1 
Hence nj(s) is a convex combination of 
y P(P ~~S+X~Pj>S)~“[1-1P(Pj>t~Pj~S)U’-”]-’ ‘pj(S9t) I 
x=1 
and ni(t). It follows that, if t > s > u are positive integers with nj(S) 2 nj(u) and 
niCs) 2 nj(t), then pj(u, s) s nj(ti) and pj(s, t) a nj(s), hence leading to the inequality 
pi<& i) 3PjtU9 S)* 
Now it follows from Condition 4.1 and the inequality nj( tr-1) 3 nj(tr) that there 
is an inleger s, 1 c s s r - 1, with nj(ts) 2 nj(ts-1) and nj(ts) 2 nj(ts+l)* It then follows, 
as above, that pj(tsl t,+l) spj(ts-1, t,), as required. 
Lemma 4.5. When Conditions 4.1 and 4.2 hold, there is a strategy for the simple 
jobs model in 9’(r - 1) which is optimal in 59(r), r Z= 1. 
Proof. We study an arbitrary strategy in Y(r) - Y(r - 1) land demonstrate the 
existence of a strategy in Y(r - 1) whose expected total cost is no greater. Our 
strategy S E Y(r) - Y’(r - I.) will be denoted {j(l), t(l), a(l)}{j(2), t(2), a(2)) l l l 
{j(r + l), 00, a(.~ + 1)). Th’ IS notation indicates that from Lime zero under strategy S 
ackion aj(l) is taken on t(l) consecutive occasions. Shc3uld job j(1) be completed 
before time t(%. 1, then the remaining jobs in J - u( 1)) are processed according to 
fixed permutation a(l). However, should job j(1) not be completed before t(l), 
then action aj(z‘ (j(2) f j( I)) is taken on t(2) consecutite occasions. Should job j(2) 
be completed during this processing, then the remaining jobs in J-(j(2)) are 
processed iaccording to fixed permutation a(2), and so on. After the rth preemption 
job j(r + 1) is processed to completion. 
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Suppose that j(r) = k and that (~1,. . . , uJ = (u ; j(u) = k}, where 1~ 1 s r. We 
write 
i r(u,)= T,, 1 SsSl; To=Q. 
p=l 
f: t(p)=& la=sr; u,=o, Ur+l=oo. 
p=l 
Use x,(j) to denote the number of times action aj is taken up to time US given that 
no job has been completed by then, 1 s s s r, j E J. 
We consider two cases which are mutually exclusive and exhaustive. 
Case 1. nk( Tl) 2 nk( Tl-*), 2 a I. In this case S can be shown to be no better than 
a strategy which 
(a) is identical to S up to time U,-1 or until the first job completion whichever 
occurs sooner, 
(b) is a member of Y(P- 1). 
The details will not be given since the argument is in all essentials the same as that 
used by Glazebrook [9] to prove his Theorem 1. 
Case 2, nk (Tj) < nk (T&, 2 > 1. In this case it follows from Lemma 4.4 that there 
exists an integer s, 1 s s s I - 1 with 
In what follows we write us = v and us+1 = w. The proof now consists of a comparison 
of the performance of S with that of S1 and Sz, both elements of Y’(r - 1). 
Strategy S1 is denoted 
{j(v + I), f(v + l), a(v + ‘I)} l l l {j(w - l), t(w - l), a.(w - 1)) 
{j(w + 1), t(w + l), (u(w -t- I)} l l l {j(r+ 1), 00, a(r+ 1% 
Strategy Sz is given by 
{j(l), t(l), 41)) l l l Ii(v - I>, t(v - l), a(v - l)}(j(v + l), t(v + l), ar(v + 1)) 0 * l 
{j(w), t(v)+t(w), a(w)} l l l {jb+ I>, 9 4r+l)lm 
It is clear that both S1 and S2 are e.?ements of Y’(r - 1). 
The total expected cost of strategy S is given by 
S{j(l)}+ $* [n 
p=l jcJ 
[pi(p) =Xp-l{j’(P)}+X lpi(p) >x~-l{i(P))lax 
x[-C{j(p)q+B[jl(p),f{cy(p)}l+&{a(p)}l 
[Pi(p) > Xp{ j(p)] 1 Pi(p) > x,-~{j(p~~Ha 93{j(p),, j(p + l)$ (16’) 
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where t(r + 1) = w and a{(~ (p)} is the total expected cost (including teardown costs 
but excluding set-up costs) incurred by the jobs in J - {j(p)} under permutation 
s(p), 1 sp G r + 1. Now it is a simple consequence of Condition 4.2 that 
(17) 
To facilitate the comparison between S1, Sz and S we write (16) in the form 
S{j(l)}+C[j(lh.. . ,i(v-N+ 
f(v) 
+ ,~Jp(Pj>Xlj-,(j)l C P(Pk = T,-, +X 1 Pk > T..-l)a”[-C~&) 
x= 1 
+B[k,f{~(v)}l+Cs(~(v)}l) 
P{P,>x,(j)} 
3 
auuB{k, j(v+l:)+C[j(v+l), . . . JW-l)l 
+ ,[\p(Pj>x,a.(j)} 1 aUwB{k, j(w+l)}+C[j(w+l), . . . ,j(r+l>l=A, say, (18) 
where C[j(l), . . . ,j(v-1)], C[j(v+l), . . . , j(w-l)] and C[jW+l), . . . A+l)l 
refer to appropriately chosen terms in the summation of ( W 
The expected total cost of S1 is given by 
S{j(l)]s+ C[ j(l), l l V n P{Pj>&-l(j)1 
I 
a 
u 
‘-I 
jEJ 
fl 0) 
x % R(Pk = T,-1 +x I& > Ts-day 
x=1 
r(w) 
+ JP(IPI, > T, 1 Pk > Ts-l:.af(v) 1 P(Pk = T, +X IPk > T.dax 
-1 A- I 
x[-C(k)+B[k,f{a(v?}]+Cr(a+#l 
I1 Wj>&(j)l a 3 u”P(Pk > Ts+l 1 Pk > T,)a”“‘B{k, j(v + 1)) jEJ 
+ P( Pk > Ts+l 1 Pk > Ts)ar’W’C[ j(u + I), . . . , jb - N 
{Pi >x,(j)} 
I 
aUw[B{j(w -I.>, j(w + W-B{j(w -11, WI 
+ C[j(rv + l), . ..,j(r+l)]=B, say. 
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The expected total cost of S2 is given by 
S{j(l))+ C[j(l), l * l , j(u - 1>3+ 
L- 
l--l Pi& >X”-l(j)) 
jEJ I 
x a uv-l[B{ j(v - I), j(v + 1)) -B{ j(v - I), k}] 
+{P(& > T, Jpk > Ts-l)a”u’}-‘C[j(v + l), . . . , j(w -I)] 
C(W) 
+P(Pk>T,la,>T,-l)a'(u) C P(Pk=T,+xlPkXK)a" 
x=1 I 
x[-C(k)+B[k,f{a(,v)}]+CS{a,(w)}] 
+ n P{P~ >Aw(j)) a %?{k, j(w t- l)}+ C[j(w + l), l . . , j@ + 1)l = C, say. GW 
iEJ 3 
We introduce the constant 
i 
r(u) 
A = c P(P~=T,_*+xIPk)Ts-I)ux 
x=1 I 
r(o) 
x C P(Pk=Ts-l+x~Pk>Ts-~)ax 
x=1 
tcvv; 
I 
-1 
+p(P~>T~~Pk>Ts-l)ac’u’ z: P(P~=Ts+xIP~~Tsb” . 
x=1 
It is easy to show that it follows1 from (15) that 
A P(Pk > a,+, I& > Tsk t(w)+(l -h){P(Pk > T, IPk > T~_l)a”“‘)--’ 2 1. (21) 
It follows from the consistency conditions (1) for switching costs that 
B{j(v -l), j(v -t l)}-,B{j(v - l), k)s B(k, j(v + I)}, 
BMW - 1), j(w + l)}--B{j(w -l), k}s B{k, j(w + l)}, 
(22) 
(23 
and from Condition 4.2 that 
auvB(k, j(v+l)}+C[j(v+l), . . . , j(w-l)]GO. (24) 
It now follows from (17)-(24) by some straightforward algebra that hB + (1 - A)C c 
A and hence that min{B, C}< A. It follows that at least one of SI and S2 has total 
expected cost no greater than 3. Hence t e lemma is established for both Cases 1 
and 2 which concludes the proof. 
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Proof of Theorem 4.3. Theorem 4.3 now follows from Lemma 4.5 in the same 
way as Theorem 3.3 from Lemmas 3.4 and 3 S, that is, by invoking the discounted 
cost structure and using an induction argument. 
Note that Comments (l)-(5) in Section 3.2 apply (in a suitably modified form) 
to Theorem 4.3. The implications of the limiting arguments described in Comment 
(1) are particularly interesting. They lead one to consider a variant of the simple 
jobs model with costs given as follows: set-up costs are as before 5ut now switching 
costs and tear-down costs are undiscounted (i.e., take a = 1). Further, if job j is 
completed at time t, a cost C( j)t{C( j) 2 0) is incurred, t E N, j E J. 
When we assume suitable analogues of Conditions 4.1 and 4.2 it follows that 
there is an optimal strategy for this variant of the simple jobs model given by a 
fixed permutation. 
5. Evaluating the performance of permutations of J 
Frequently results like The:orems 3.3 and 4.3 enable us to evaluate the perform- 
ance of fixed permutations of J in conditions more general than those under which 
the results themselves hold. We can often obtain a measure of how much we might 
‘lose’ by looking only at the finite s::t of admissible permutations instead of the 
(usually) infinite set of admissible strategies. Two examples of this are given here. 
Iin what follows C denotes the total expected cost from an optimal strategy and 
C* the total expected cost for an optimal permutation. Theorem 5.1 arirzs out of 
the analysis contained in statements (5)-( 12) in the proof of Lemma 3.4. 
Theorem 5.1. If all the jobs in 9 are shortening, then fof the general model we have 
C*-Cca(l-a)-‘rnF; 
[ 
SUP 
XER,--W, 
yj(X)-x,$f,.Y’(x) . 
I- I 3 
JFor the simple jobs model we obtain a result of a different kind, which generalises 
one given by Glazebrook [lo]. Consider the following definition. 
efinition 5.2. A simple job j is initially improving if ni( 1) 2 nictiO). 
The idea is to see what information Theorem 4.3 yields when Condition 4.1 is 
relaxed and we require only that jobs be initially improving. This is important in 
many contexts (see, for example, the work of Nash [13] on the scheduling of 
research projects) where we might expect hat jobs, after an initial (perhaps lengthy) 
period of improvement, will begin to deteriorate. 
efine, for an initially improving simple job j 
Tj = SUp{t; nj(.X) 2 flj(O), 0 s X s t}. 
t>O 
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